Abstract. We examine the effects of various query modifications on the problem of answer projection -the task of retrieving documents that support a given answer to a question. We compare different techniques such as phrase searches and term weighting, and show that some models achieve significant improvements over unmodified queries.
Introduction
Largely spawned by the introduction of Question Answering (QA) tasks at evaluation forums such as TREC and CLEF, research on QA has intensified in recent years, with a strong focus on open-domain QA from a large collection of newspaper articles. As TREC and CLEF participants started moving to data-intensive (as opposed to knowledge-intensive) approaches, they discovered that for opendomain QA, consulting a much larger corpus -especially the web -often leads to improvements in performance. Efforts to move closer to shrink-wrapped trainable QA systems have brought with it a heavy usage of the web [1, 4] and other external resources, including gazetteers, WordNet and others [3, 5, 8] .
Overall, users prefer a paragraph-sized chunk of text over just an exact phrase as the answer to their questions, and they generally prefer answers embedded in context, regardless of the perceived reliability of the source documents [7] . For QA systems that locate answers and partial answers in external resources, this creates a new challenge of answer projection, i.e., of finding a supporting document, one from which a human can deduce that the answer is correct. This, then, is the answer projection task we address in the paper: given an answer to a question, find supporting documents in a given collection for it. Phrased this way, the task resembles a known-item search task. Accordingly, answer projection has been addressed using the kind of high precision retrieval models that have typically been employed for known item search, such as specific Okapi settings [2] , passage retrieval, and combinations of heuristics [6] . Instead of varying the retrieval model, in this paper we adopt a basic vector space model, for which various query operators are well understood, and explore different query formulation techniques and their effect on the projection task.
In our experiments, the basic similarity between a document d and a query q is sim(q, d) = t∈q
where weight t is a userassigned term weight term, tf t,X = √ (freq(t, X)), idf t = 1 + log(|D|/freq(t, D)), while norm q = √ ( t∈q tf t,q · idf t 2 ), norm d = |d| and coord q,d = |q ∩ d|/|q|. The terms in the query and the document may be phrases; in this case, the tf and idf scores for them are calculated accordingly. The following models were tested: baseline (the query is all words from the question and the answer), boost-answer-N (same as the baseline, but the answer words are weighted higher than other words, by a factor of N), boolean-answer (same as baseline, the answer words must be in the document), phrases (the query is all words from the question and answer; consecutive words that are phrases according to shallow analysis such as capitalization are phrased), and phrase-answer (all words from the question as single-word term, and the answer as a phrase). In addition, we consider combinations of the models, e.g., "boolean-answer, boost-answer" means that the answer words are required in the documents, and given higher term weights.
The models are based on simple "answer projection heuristics": it is likely that if the answer contains more than one word, it is a phrase; it is likely that all words in the answer must be in the supporting document, while not necessarily all words from the question will be there; and so on.
Evaluation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the different query formulation methods for answer projection, we used a collection of 786 factoid questions taken from the QA tasks at TREC 11 and 12; these consist of all factoid questions having an answer in the AQUAINT collection, according to the judgment set released by NIST. A question may have more than a single answer, and an answer may have more than a single supporting document; for example, for question 2378. How did Bob Marley die?, both the answers "cancer" and "melanoma" are correct, and each is supported by more than one document. In total, there were 1814 correct answers to evaluate.
For each (question, answer)-pair we formulated queries according to the models presented in the previous section; we used standard stopping and Snowball stemming. To compare the models, we use both p@1 ("precision at rank 1") and MRR ("Mean Reciprocal Rank") measures; p@1 determines whether the top retrieved document is a supporting one, thus checking whether the method is useful in a real-life QA system, which looks only at the top retrieved document during the justification stage; the MRR score shows how good the model is in pushing supporting documents higher in the ranking.
The results of the comparison are listed in Figure 1 . All results are strongly statistically significant (using the sign test), except those of the phrases method. Usage of phrase and boolean operators results in a clear, gradual increase in performance, and combinations of them improve results further. On the other hand, the simple term weighting used degrades performance; this can be attributed to Fig. 1 . Comparison of the query formulation models topic drift resulting from too much importance given to the answer, which is usually 1-2 terms and may have high idf values. We used shallow phrase recognition, and expect that deeper methods will improve the score further.
Conclusions
We address the answer projection task in Question Answering as a query formulation problem. Using a vector space model as a black box, we experiment with various methods of refining a query composed of the question, the answer, and various query operators as the building blocks. Our experiments show a consistent and significant improvement for some models and their combinations.
